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Spring has sprung and for us that means it’s a time  
of renewal. Setting new goals, our team shares  
what they’re keeping their eye on this year.

Our 2022  
Must-Watch List

Article Images © Michael Walmsley Photography, LLC
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The office of the future 
isn’t an office. I think it’s a 
community. I think that’s 
what we’re getting to. It’s 

not just build a skyscraper, 
build an office building and 

people come in. It really 
is building a community 

of offerings. And it’s all 
going to be about managing 

connections. And I think 
that’s the real role of  

the city.

“
SHARED COORDINATES

Recently implemented on one of the region’s most 
expansive corporate campuses, the Shared Coordinates 
system linked 586 models and connected the project’s 

more than 1,900 collaborators. A testament to its effectiveness, 
every one of the models landed onsite exactly as it should. This 
system is powerful! And makes the list because our 2022 projects 
will be so affected by it. We plan to leverage Shared Coordinates 
on every project that our civil group touches this year. 

How it works: Shared Coordinates uses geolocation to establish 
a detailed coordinate system to which a full project team bases 
its design models. Models are populated within the system where 
they’re contextualized with precise XY coordinates that factor 
in local topographies, survey files and property line geometries. 
Consultants can access these models to collaborate and populate 
data, sharing information rapidly in real time. Different projects 
and associated infrastructure can be linked offering a big 
picture view, which is especially useful for large, multi-building 
developments. 

It’s a time, money and headache saver, and a game-changer when 
it comes to getting the team on the same page during the design 
process, getting the details precise and correct, and avoiding 
surprises and errors during construction.

Here’s an example for context. Using a location-activated 
device, a photo taken on site can be automatically synced to a 
corresponding CAD detail using geolocation. So when you get 
back to the office and you’re scrolling through hundreds of site 
photos (thinking what the heck connection am I looking at again?) 
the software automatically recognizes the precise detail and 
matches it accordingly. It’s an efficient way to catalog and share 
information not just internally but between multiple consultants. 
Models can be linked together, creating a clearer picture and more 
comprehensive master. The shared coordinates “map” becomes 
more and more sophisticated as contributors add data.

If you begin the project using Shared Coordinates as the 
foundation of information sharing, it creates a cohesive and 
integrated workflow. We’re told often by clients who’ve never 
used the program how much setting this framework from the 
beginning helped guide the project along. This is why we aim to 
use it as much as possible this year. 

1 A CHANGING URBAN LANDSCAPE

Cities all over the globe are changing. In the wake of COVID, people are living, working, and experiencing 
downtowns differently. This evolution, and subsequently what it means for AEC, is absolutely something to 
track in the coming year. 

We really value Richard Florida’s take, an author, urbanist and educator who we heard speak at Downtown Seattle 
Association’s State of Downtown 2022 event. The message of his keynote is echoed in the Puget Sound Business 
Journal’s recent article, “America’s New Main Streets: Why Richard Florida envisions an upside for downtowns in COVID’s 
wake.” Florida says, “we’ve misunderstood downtowns as either places to go to work, or in some cases just places to 
live. What really distinguishes downtowns is that they are centers for human connection and human connectivity. And 
that’s their future. I think their future is bright. I think downtowns have the best locations. They’re served by the best 
roads and the best transit. They have the best architecture. They often have a lot of great nightlife like stadiums and 
cultural institutions around them. If they play their hand right, they can come back stronger.” (You can also view the 
suite of DSA State of Downtown presentations here!)

What does this mean for future projects here in Seattle? It means that all of us in AEC must strive to back up and see 
the bigger picture. We must challenge our status quos, asking questions like: How can we partner with one another to 
adapt to changing city life? What is the forecast for downtown office and living spaces? Are we exploring the nuances 
of mixed-use, change-use, and beyond? Has flex space ever been more important!? 

We’ll also evaluate how our designs help foster community, especially in the evolving office landscape. According to 
Florida, “The office of the future isn’t an office. I think it’s a community. I think that’s what we’re getting to. It’s not just 
build a skyscraper, build an office building and people come in. It really is building a community of offerings. And it’s 
all going to be about managing connections. And I think that’s the real role of the city.” We look forward to working 
through these questions with our partners in the coming year.

2

EMERGENCY-READY KITS AND KNOW-HOW

Just one hour of planning and activity per month can lead to successful preparedness. We’re committing to 
being disaster-ready with the “Prepare in a Year” Booklet from Washington State, Emergency Management 
Division.

 
The “Prepare in a Year” program focuses on learning your hazards, creating a plan, and building a kit. It encourages 
participants to “think of disaster preparedness not as a checkbox, something to do once and never again, but rather 
a continual process of learning, restocking supplies, and encouraging others to be prepared.” We like that the booklet 
covers a wide spectrum (it includes everything from detailed supply lists to a home hazard hunt), and that it’s organized 
into such manageable to-do’s. Approachable and family-friendly, it’s a great opportunity to get the whole family 
involved in a safety plan and have important conversations about emergencies. Working through this booklet together 
is sure to benefit everyone, but will especially help the youngsters in the households better understand emergencies 
and feel equipped with tools and plans.

3
— Richard Florida

C:\America's New Main Streets\ Why Richard Florida envisions an upside for downtowns in covidâ™s wake
C:\America's New Main Streets\ Why Richard Florida envisions an upside for downtowns in covidâ™s wake
https://downtownseattle.org/events/state-of-downtown/
https://downtownseattle.org/events/state-of-downtown/
https://www.geekwire.com/2022/with-remote-work-here-to-stay-and-more-apartments-occupied-can-downtown-seattle-reinvent-itself/
https://mil.wa.gov/asset/5f171cc0a935f
https://mil.wa.gov/asset/5f171cc0a935f
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DESIGN-BUILD BOOST

Design-build continues to gain momentum, and 
we’ll continue to build successful D-B teams. We’ll 
also continue to pursue best practices. Design-Build 

Institute of America (DBIA) helps on that front. As members, 
we’re able to collaborate with peers and partners to grow our 
collective knowledge about all things design-build. (Shout out 
to Kyle Malaspino and Keith Kruger who both hold Associate 
DBIA certifications and serve as our in-house leads.) 
 
Some key takeaways emphasize the importance of an integrated, 
cohesive team and balance of the “Three-Legged Stool.” The 
stool refers to the ever-essential project management team: 
owner, architect, and contractor. It’s important for this core trio 
to take the time to set the stage with initial project planning, 
structure and processes. DBIA confirms that a design-build 
project requires both an integrated team, where the trio is 
reliant on one another, and a cohesive team, where project 
team members are committed to sticking together. (If you 
want to dive deeper, we’ve assembled more of our design-build 
insights on our blog.)

Our current design-build projects include Fairview Middle 
School and UW IMA Locker Rooms and Pool Upgrades. The 
May DBIA conference was great, and we enjoyed seeing many 
of you there!

4 THE JACK

We have lots of projects crossing the finish line 
in 2022. But one of our favorites is The Jack (74 
S. Jackson). It may be because it’s located in our 

beloved Pioneer Square, or because we have a front row 
seat to its progress from our ninth floor windows. Either 
way, it’s an exciting project for downtown Seattle! 

Led by Urban Visions and designed by Olson Kundig 
Architects, the team calls The Jack, “a modern heritage 
building” and has designed it to fit seamlessly into historic 
Pioneer Square. The new building will include street-level 
retail, one level of below-grade parking, and seven floors 
of creative office space and rooftop amenity space above. 
The project is also targeting LEED® v4 Gold certification.

As design marries the trademark charm of the 
neighborhood with all the benefits of a new, modern 
build, our team was challenged with finding the balance 
and ensuring we delivered against the architectural vision. 
A prominent and practical design element, six levels of 
canted windows on the north side of the structure abut 
the adjacent building and act as a lightwell. Additionally, 
the all-concrete structure has an offset core and required 
unique structural solutions to accommodate the vision for 
an open floor plan and intricate brick cladding system. 

In early may, JTM Construction and Conco poured the first 
above grade floor. It was a major milestone for the project 
and we can’t wait to watch the progress and see it rise!

5

DBIA confirms that a design-build project requires both an integrated team, where the trio is 
reliant on one another, and a cohesive team, where project team members are committed to sticking 
together. If you want to dive deeper, we’ve assembled more of our design-build insights on our blog.

3D PRINTING

We’re always keeping our eyes on trends and 
cool stuff that’s happening in AEC. And there 
are amazing things happening in the world of   

    3D printing.

• Ekotekt, is a Helsinki-based construction tech 
startup using robots, 3D printers, and CNC 
machines to create prefabricated building 
components in a factory environment. The 
structures are lightweight and consume 25% 
less materials than an average build. (Check out 
Founder and CEO Abhishek Kumar Devjibhai’s 
episode on the AEC Business Podcast.) 

• Dutch architecture company Aectual launched a 
digital 3D printing platform that allows architects 
and designers to create customized finishes. 
All products are made from bio-based and/or 
recycled materials in a zero waste and carbon 
neutral production. 

• Last Spring, a 3D-printed pedestrian bridge 
designed by Joris Laarman and built by Dutch 
robotics company MX3D opened in Amsterdam. 
The bridge is fabricated from stainless steel 
rods, the first 3D-printed stainless steel bridge in 
existence. 

6

Rendering courtesy: Olson Kundig Architects

https://cplinc.com/people/#kyle-malaspino
https://cplinc.com/people/#keith-kruger
https://cplinc.com/newsletter/dbia-design-build-conference-and-expo-2020/
https://olsonkundig.com/projects/the-jack/
https://services.cosential.com/contact/company_view.cfm?companyID=KbRP9DlFk_QZw6zuDP_Y08az0qew~~
https://services.cosential.com/contact/company_view.cfm?companyID=KbRP9DozhCuXj6rHlGs1zKR2eEVA~~
https://services.cosential.com/contact/company_view.cfm?companyID=KbRP9DozhCuXj6rHlGs1zKR2eEVA~~
https://cplinc.com/newsletter/dbia-design-build-conference-and-expo-2020/
https://www.ekotekt.com/
https://aec-business.com/why-we-need-3d-printing-in-construction/
https://www.aectual.com/
https://www.dezeen.com/tag/joris-laarman/
https://www.dezeen.com/tag/mx3d/
https://www.dezeen.com/2021/07/19/mx3d-3d-printed-bridge-stainless-steel-amsterdam/
https://www.dezeen.com/2021/07/19/mx3d-3d-printed-bridge-stainless-steel-amsterdam/
https://services.cosential.com/contact/company_view.cfm?companyID=KbRP9DozhCuXj6rHlGs1zKR2eEVA~~
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Code and Class Changes

The past two years we’ve spent lots of time on code road shows, sharing (both virtually and in-person) code presentations. 
Code development is something we will continue to monitor and contribute to! Coughlin Porter Lundeen staff members serve on 
committees – writing standards and shaping the development of the latest regulations. We also support the growth of our own in-

house peer review specialists, team members who become experts, educate the firm, and who support our commitment to helping clients 
understand how their buildings will be affected by new codes.

Current affiliations and items we’re watching:

• American Society of Civil Engineers, National Standards Committee: ASCE 41 Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings. 
ASCE/SEI Standard 41 represents state-of-the-art knowledge in earthquake engineering and is a valuable tool for the structural 
engineers as they improve building performance before the next earthquake. 

• Applied Technology Council: ATC-140 Update of Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing Buildings Guidance. 
This ATC group is conducting investigative project work and generating case studies that will inform future code changes. We’re 
already writing standards in anticipation of 2023 code changes! 

• 2021 International Building Code (IBC) 
The building code influences all our work, from the loads used in design, to material strengths and properties, and even how systems 
are laid out and protected. As the 2021 IBC will be adopted next year, we have our eye on it and will help clients be prepared! We 
anticipate having presentations for both the seismic and mass timber impacts. 

• 2021 King County Surface Water Design Manual 
The most significant change in this Stormwater Manual update is related to sizing commercial development detention facilities. 
Impervious surface reduction credits for low impact development – such as porous paving and bioretention areas – have been 
eliminated. We anticipate detention systems in unincorporated King County may become about 10 percent larger than vaults 
designed under previous manuals. 
 

7

Innovation in Steel

Last month we attended 2022 NASCC: The Steel Conference. There were so many great sessions and lessons and opportunities to 
network, but it was “Hybrid Steel Frames with Mass Timber Floors” that stole the show. The seminar stepped through the upcoming 
AISC Design Guide which will help outline the lateral design of CLT decking. It was our favorite technical presentation by far and we 

foresee it being very applicable to the types of projects in our pipeline. (Shout out and much thanks to speakers Michelle Roelofs, PE, and John 
Hand, SE, PE, LEED AP, of Arup.)
 
As mass timber becomes more and more prevalent in design, utilizing the strengths of a hybrid system can create a visually appealing and 
efficient system.  With the help of new AISC Design Guides and updated code standards, there is a clearer code path for using the mass timber 
decking in lateral design as our diaphragms.  

The design of hybrid steel-timber structures has multi-disciplinary considerations that affect structural design and performance. There are 
lots of factors that, as structural engineers, we must consider and let inform our design. Considerations (and advantages!) include aesthetics, 
sustainability, long beam span, a reduced weight, reduced column size, MEP coordination, vibration, speed of construction, tall building constraints, 
and prefabrication.

8        TOGETHERNESS

Our final item on the list is something we’re looking forward to 
immensely: being together! We’re thrilled that the 2022 forecast includes 
in-person events, meetings and collaboration. We truly can’t wait to be 
reunited with our clients, partners and friends!

9
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“Let’s make it happen.” If an employee brings an idea to 
the table, that’s the Coughlin Porter Lundeen response.

This affirmation, and dedication to supporting and 
celebrating employee initiatives, is a special component 
of our culture. It directly impacts the work we do each 
day, encouraging fresh ideas, creativity and collaboration, 
but dovetails into the firm’s philanthropic efforts too. With 
the full support of the firm’s leadership behind them, 
team members are empowered to bring their causes, 
philanthropies, and passion projects to the office.

The success of the firm’s philanthropic efforts lies 
entirely with our employees. They bring heart, energy, 
and ideas to so many different service avenues. Here 
we highlight some of our in-office champions and 
their causes.

Creating 
a Culture of 

Service
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Sawhorse Revolution
Kelly Lowe, Structural Project Engineer  
& Sawhorse Revolution Volunteer

A4LE Service Day
Jackie Sempel, P.E., Civil Associate, & A4LE Service Day Planning Committee Member 

The A4LE Service Day gives back to the students in school districts that aren’t able to get bonds and levies 
passed as easily as others. These are schools that still need to be renovated or rebuilt, but simply can’t get voter 
support. Our team believes that every student deserves to feel proud of their school and be excited about coming 
to campus. And we know firsthand that even small things can make an impact on that front! From adding new 
mulch in planters to installing new benches and basketball hoops, small spruces really do make a big difference!

No date has been officially selected for 2022, but the committee is considering two service days this year. It’s a 
testament to the turnout these service days receive, and a great consideration toward recovery of some losses 
during the pandemic. Many schools find themselves in need of support. Doubling the service days would allow 
A4LE to impact more schools and districts. No matter which project is chosen, Coughlin Porter Lundeen will be 
there! We sponsor the service day and always have a good turn out from staff. 

“I love that the A4LE Service Day provides a fun way to interact with clients in a non-work-related environment, 
both planning on the committee and on the actual day! Last year I was able to bring my four-year-old son. He 
helped check people in and then when it came to the work he was out there getting dirty, shoveling rocks and 
mulch, chatting with all the volunteers. This was a personal highlight for me because I was able to spend time with 
clients, introduce them to my son, and give back to a community that deserved it.”- Jackie Sempel, A4LE Service 
Day Planning Committee Member

a4le.org/Pacific_Northwest/Washington/Washington.aspx

Access to design and carpentry 
learning can have such an impact on 

development.  It teaches problem 
solving, encourages creativity, 

provides real world experience, and 
yields invaluable opportunity  

to work with your hands.

— Walt Busch

Walt Busch, P.E., Structural Associate Principal  
& Sawhorse Revolution Board Member

A4LE Service Day was a personal 
highlight for me because I was able 
to spend time with clients, introduce 
them to my son, and give back to a 
community that deserved it. 

— Jackie Sempel

Camie Mamer, P.E. Structural Project Engineer  
& Sawhorse Revolution Volunteer 

The Sawhorse Revolution mission is to foster confident, community-oriented youth through the power of carpentry and craft. High school 
students are partnered with professional carpenters, architects and engineers, and work side-by-side to create needed community projects. 
(Sawhorse students have completed 57 projects across Seattle, projects like Estelita’s Library, a micro cultural space featured in Dwell.) 

Sawhorse specifically focuses on youth of color, women and non-binary individuals. During their time with Sawhorse, each student is exposed 
to the virtue of work and power of making. They’re guided by AEC professionals and (an all-female) team of lesson instructors (like our own Kelly 
Lowe and Camie Mamer) , who serve as excellent role models and mentors. And of course, the transformative building projects completed by 
Sawhorse student teams support a cross-section of community organizations. 

“Sawhorse speaks about ‘feet-on-the-ground’ education, something I sincerely believe in. I was lucky enough to get onsite experience in 
high school and I know how valuable it can be. I want the same access and experience for Seattle students. Access to design and carpentry 
learning can have such an impact on development. It teaches problem solving, encourages creativity, provides real world experience, and yields 
invaluable opportunity to work with your hands.” - Walt Busch, Sawhorse Revolution Board Member   
 
sawhorserevolution.org 

“

“

https://cplinc.com/people/#kelly-lowe
https://cplinc.com/people/#jackie-sempel 
https://www.a4le.org/Pacific_Northwest/Washington/Washington.aspx
https://cplinc.com/people/#walt-busch
https://cplinc.com/people/#camie-mamer
https://cplinc.com/newsletter/sawhorse-revolution-estelitas-kiosk/
https://www.dwell.com/article/estelitas-library-sawhorse-revolution-olson-kundig-tiny-cultural-spaces-b14e8ad0
https://sawhorserevolution.org/
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Rainier Scholars 
 
Javier Diaz, P.E., C.I.V., Structural Project Engineer & Rainier Scholars Volunteer 

Michelle Ruzicka, P.E., Civil Project Engineer & Rainier Scholars Volunteer 

Rainier Scholars increases college access and graduation rates and helps develop the next generation of diverse leaders. 
The organization supports students most underrepresented on college campuses, those who have the greatest number 
of barriers, to achieving a college degree. Approximately 90% of program participants are from families who qualify as low-
income, and 90% are from households without a four-year college degree. 

A powerful, proven program, scholars engage in a 12-year model that combines academic preparation, career and 
leadership development, and personalized, comprehensive support. The program evolves as it moves through the grades 
with additional classes, tutors, activities, and work experiences to give students the support they need to be successful. 

Coughlin Porter Lundeen participated in a career fair put on especially for Rainier Scholars. We had conversations with the 
students, sharing about Coughlin Porter Lundeen, what civil and structural engineering is like, and what an internship or full-
time position could look like. 

We believe in Rainier Scholars because they push for equity, challenge the traditional education system, and provide 
support to underrepresented students. The 2022 Summer Teacher volunteering program is open in Seattle and Tacoma. 
You can fill out a general volunteer form online!

“As an immigrant myself and with parents who come from a low socioeconomic status, I resonate with many of the scholars: 
kids who have all the skills, intelligence, and motivation to excel academically, but lack the resources, financial aid, and 
counseling required to access to higher education. For that reason, I like working with Rainier Scholars. I believe in giving 
these kids the opportunity to find and explore their passions from an early age and from there, provide them with the hope, 
educational, and financial support to succeed in higher education and beyond.” - Javier Diaz, Rainier Scholars Volunteer 

rainierscholars.org

 

Washington Alliance for Better 
Schools After School Stem Academy 
 
Laura Lindeman, P.E., Structural Project Manager  
& WABS Volunteer

Jenna Louie, P.E., Structural Staff Engineer 
& WABS Volunteer
Marsha Swatosh, P.E., & WABS Volunteer 

Washington Alliance for Better Schools (WABS) is a 
collaboration of school districts and industry leaders 
that leverage resources, talent, and intellectual capital to 
help over a quarter million students graduate career- and 
college- ready. The After School STEM Academy (ASSA) 
promotes hands-on STEM learning experiences for 3rd-
8th graders. 

An imaginative curriculum, each term runs for six weeks 
and features a weekly, one-hour lesson (think earthquake 
simulating shake tables, rocket launches, and rover builds) 
that expose students to how engineers work and think. 
In addition to a great lesson, students get the benefit of 
interacting with an industry professional, gaining a role 
model they can relate to. Each week, more than 150 
volunteers visit classrooms! 

From a volunteer perspective, this is a favorite among staff, 
largely in part because WABS is so organized, and does 
everything they can to make sure volunteers are set up 
for success and a great in-class experience. WABS plans 
all of the sessions, laying out each teaching guide and 
supplying activities. They even deliver materials to the 
office each week. They also communicate well with the 
teachers, who monitor classrooms and behavior, leaving 
us to focus on teaching and exploring with the kids!

“I like being a role model for those girls and to give them 
confidence in their abilities at such a young age. I know 
they will not all go into engineering, but I want to show 
them that it’s a possibility and that girls can be good 
at math and science. I believe inspiring the younger 
generation is one of the best ways to promote women in 
engineering.” - Marsha Swatosh, WABS Volunteer

wabsalliance.org/expanded-learning/afterschool-math-
and-science-program

 
 

I like being a role model for 
those girls and to give them 

confidence in their abilities at 
such a young age. I know they 
will not all go into engineering, 

but I want to show them that 
it’s a possibility and that girls 

can be good at math and 
science. I believe inspiring the 

younger generation is one 
of the best ways to promote 

women in engineering. 

— Marsha Swatosh

Housing Development Consortium 
 
Ben Frizzell, P.E., S.E., Structural Associate,  
HDC Volunteer, the Exemplary Buildings Program 

The Housing Development Consortium’s (HDC) mission is 
to build, sustain, and inspire a diverse network committed 
to producing, preserving, and increasing equitable access 
to affordable homes. The group is a talented collection 
of industry professionals who share the goal of creating 
efficient, durable and safe affordable housing for the 
community. This is Coughlin Porter Lundeen’s second year 
as a member.

Structural Associate Ben Frizzell is the in-house lead. Within 
HDC, he supports the Exemplary Buildings Program (EBP). 
The EBP group helps establish best practices, covering 
everything from waterproofing details and MEP goals to 
framing details and code specs. For example, the EBP team 
recently completed a guide about wall assemblies. It was 
a great milestone as teams now have a verified guide and 
resource to reference. The guide improves the exterior wall 
assemblies, yielding better thermal performance and more 
efficient construction.

Another item we appreciate from HDC: their 
Communications Resources. Their library of resources is the 
perfect place to learn about homelessness and affordable 
housing and includes items like “A Glossary of Key 
Housing Terms,” “Piecing it Together: A Framing Playbook 
for Affordable Housing Advocates,” and “How to Have 
Conversations about Homelessness.”

“Housing is one of the most important issues facing our 
city today. Participating in a group like HDC allows me to 
become informed about the issues directly impacting 
housing, better understand the efforts of the affordable 
housing market, and learn about ways to help.”- Ben Frizzell, 
HDC Volunteer, the Exemplary Buildings Program

housingconsortium.org 

 
 

 I believe in giving these kids the opportunity to find and explore their passions 
from an early age and from there, provide them with the hope, educational,  

and financial support to succeed in higher education and beyond.

— Javier Diaz

“

“

https://cplinc.com/people/#javier-diaz
https://cplinc.com/people/#michelle-ruzicka
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHQ7kP4pCtnAsihJD0BE8a5_4Xq6P97SSqf2LKItqIypum2Q/viewform
https://www.rainierscholars.org/
https://cplinc.com/people/#laura-lindeman
https://cplinc.com/people/#jenna-louie
https://www.wabsalliance.org/expanded-learning/afterschool-math-and-science-program/
https://www.wabsalliance.org/expanded-learning/afterschool-math-and-science-program/
https://cplinc.com/people/#ben-frizzell
https://www.housingconsortium.org/resources/communications-resources/
https://www.frameworksinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/enterprise_housing_playbook.pdf
https://www.frameworksinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/enterprise_housing_playbook.pdf
https://shelterforce.org/2019/05/15/so-what-do-you-do-how-to-have-conversations-about-homelessness/
https://shelterforce.org/2019/05/15/so-what-do-you-do-how-to-have-conversations-about-homelessness/
https://www.housingconsortium.org/
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NAIOP Community Enhancement Day 

Garo Pehlivanian, P.E., S.E., Principal, & NAIOP  
Community Enhancement Committee Co-Chair

Eric Dixon, P.E., S.E., Structural Associate, & NAIOP  
Community Enhancement Committee Sponsorship Lead 

Every year, at NAIOP’s Community Enhancement Day, a team of volunteers transforms a site. It’s like a gigantic home makeover 
for an organization in need!  
 
In order for this kind of transformation to happen in a day, lots of advanced organization is required. The committee is 
challenged with planning the day and individual work tasks, organizing financial support and material resources, and wrangling 
volunteer groups of 350-450. But the challenge is well worth it, especially since the organizations benefitted are always worthy 
and the “after” is always profound.  

The most recent project at the Auburn Valley YMCA saw the construction of nearly 1,000 feet of split rail fencing. It took nearly 
every Coughlin Porter Lundeen volunteer to create the fence, and in the end, the fence looked great, coming together perfectly. 
The YMCA and NAIOP staff were so appreciative and we even got a few special shout-outs for the way we tackled our piece 
of the puzzle. Next up: Washington Middle School. The service day is slotted for October 1. Review company sponsorship 
information here!

“We can always count on a huge number of staff to volunteer. They come out on their day off, a Saturday, to get dirty, work hard 
and make a difference. And they always all do it with a smile. Without them the work would never get done, and would never 
get done so well. I’m always so proud of them and what we accomplish.” - Garo Pehlivanian, NAIOP Community Enhancement 
Committee Co-Chair

naiopwa.org/community-enhancement  

 

We can always count on 
a huge number of staff to 
volunteer. They come out on 
their day off, a Saturday, to get 
dirty, work hard and make a 
difference. And they always 
all do it with a smile. Without 
them the work would never 
get done, and would never get 
done so well. I’m always so 
proud of them and what we 
accomplish.

— Garo Pehlivanian

“Every mentor that goes through this program has a similar response after their 
first year: I wish I had a similar program when I was in high school!”

— Ana Perarnau

“

ACE Mentor Program of America 
 

The ACE mentor program is a free, award-winning, after school program designed to attract high school students 
into pursuing careers in architecture, construction, and engineering. A national program, more than 10,000 students 
participate annually. 

One of our longest standing partnerships, Coughlin Porter Lundeen has provided mentors for years. We believe in the 
program and love hosting students in the office for lessons. The benefits of the program are widespread, as students work 
with professionals from various disciplines, experiment with real-life scenarios, and contribute to realistic project RFPs. 

As the school year wraps, ACE students are preparing their end-of-year presentations. The presentations are the 
culmination of the student-led projects that participants work on all year. Given to industry professionals and mentors, 
presentations are always a highlight, as they allow the students to step into a new role, grant them public speaking 
experience, and reveal just how much participants have learned! 

“Every mentor that goes through this program has a similar response after their first year: I wish I had a similar program 
when I was in high school!” - Ana Perarnau, P.E., Structural Project Engineer, ACE Mentor Volunteer

acementor.org

Ana Perarnau, P.E., Structural Project 
Engineer, ACE Mentor Volunteer

Bailey Cook, Civil Project Engineer, 
ACE Mentor Volunteer

https://cplinc.com/people/#garo-pehlivanian
https://cplinc.com/people/#eric-dixon
https://www.naiopwa.org/index.php?option=com_dailyplanetblog&tag=auburn-valley-ymca
https://www.naiopwa.org/community-enhancement-sponsorship
https://www.naiopwa.org/community-enhancement
https://www.acementor.org/
https://cplinc.com/people/#ana-perarnau
https://cplinc.com/people/#bailey-cook
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There is no shortage of opportunities to give back in the Puget Sound 
area, both in AEC and beyond. 

In addition to the organizations featured above, we’re proud to partner 
with and support many others, including BikeMS, Construction for 
Change, Habitat for Humanity, Low Income Housing Institute (LIHI), 
Mary’s Place, Mercy Housing Northwest, Path with Art, Plymouth 
Housing, SCIDpa, Women in Science and Engineering (WiSE),  and more.
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Tactics for the Team 

There’s no one-size-fits-all for creating a sincere corporate culture of giving, but we’ve assembled a few things that work well for our team. Maybe these tips 
will be the spark to create a space where employees feel comfortable and excited to share their pursuits. A few ideas around how to empower and encourage 
employees to bring their projects and energy to the office:  

1. Align as a leadership team. 
Setting expectations together as a 
leadership team is essential. This group 
will define the tone of the office, the 
approach to philanthropic partnerships, 
and so much more. For us, it’s clear 
the leadership team is sincere about 
supporting employee-driven initiatives, 
and in turn, our team is able to pursue 
passion projects and bring the causes 
they believe in to the office.  

2. Celebrate employees who step up.
What happens when an individual steps 
up to bring an idea forward? How is it 
received? What happens next? Take the 
time to evaluate this experience, then 
manage it! Employees should feel invited 
to share their ideas and empowered to 
lead them forward. And beyond that, they 
should be enabled to participate fully in 
the organizations they tie their names to. 
In our experience, this positive energy 
is contagious and will gain momentum 
quickly!   

3. Volunteer as a team. 
Make volunteering together a normal 
part of mentor group development, 
department team building, and the office 
calendar. Everyone will benefit! Plus, 
the bonds of “work families” are strong! 
Employees will step up to support one 
another if given the opportunity.  

4. Participate in industry and 
community events.  
There are so many organizations, 
collectives, conferences, and 
opportunities in our area. Take 
advantage! Encourage staff members 
to attend conferences, sessions 
and webinars. (Every one of the 
organizations listed hosts some version 
of this.) There they’ll become inspired 
and educated. If able, explore corporate 
sponsorships of events and nonprofits. 
If attendance is requested – go! And 
send staff members of all levels. In short, 
showing up makes all the difference.  

5. Leverage internal tools. 
A solid tactic for our team: A Microsoft 
Teams page. Creating a hub for all of 
our philanthropic partners and efforts 
not only keeps us organized, but makes 
getting involved more approachable. 
All partner organizations, our current 
involvement, and staff member 
leads will live together on one, easily 
accessible page. In addition to being 
practical, the page will communicate a 
clear message: giving back is important 
and valued here! Empowered employees are effective employees. It’s exciting for 

our team to see the effect of this empowerment extend beyond the 
tasks on our desks and into local organizations and causes that 
make a difference in our community and world. 

Hats off to our in-house heroes! Thanks for all you do! 
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The tighter the site, the more creative 
the solutions. The rooftop playfields at 
St. Thomas School and the Seattle 
Academy deliver a unique student 
experience and are excellent examples 
of resourceful, urban design.

Such Great Heights – 
Meet the New Crop of 
Rooftop Playfields
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LOOKING UP

• Elevating the playfield to the roof provides valuable outdoor 
space for physical activity. 

• Planning for vibrational performance was essential. To minimize 
the vibrational effect of active participants and additional loads, 
the team carefully sized of each of the long-span steel trusses 
that support the gymnasium roof. 

• The structure is post-tensioned concrete, with the double-height 
gymnasium’s roof utilizing long-span steel trusses to support 
the project’s signature rooftop playfield. And of course, a free-
standing net enclosure was also designed to protect wayward 
sports equipment from dropping to the bustling street below. 

• To remain under the building’s height limit, the team fine-
tuned the loading on the net, accounting for any ice and snow 
accumulation, to keep the net structure as shallow as possible. 

Seattle Academy of Arts and Sciences 
Middle School 

The Seattle Academy of Arts and Sciences 
Middle School is one of the few vertically-
oriented middle schools in Seattle. Situated at 
the intersection of Union Street and 13th Avenue 
in Seattle’s busy Capitol Hill neighborhood, the 
middle school adapted to its urban setting as 
well as its commercial and mixed-use neighbors.

Images © Lara Swimmer

Project Team: Owner: Seattle Academy / Architect: LMN Architects 
/ Civil & Structural Engineer: Coughlin Porter Lundeen / General 

Contractor: GLY Construction / Mechanical & Electrical Engineer: 
PAE Consulting Engineers / Athletic Field Consultant: D.A. Hogan 

& Associates / Kitchen & Food Services: JLR Design Group / 
Lighting Design: Dark Light Design / Acoustic Consultant: Stantec / 

Landscape Designer: Swift Company

STEPPING BACK

• The school’s densely populated location was also a 
significant design consideration. Our civil team designed 
around SDOT’s Madison BRT project, which influenced 
the project’s frontage improvement design. 

• We coordinated heavily with the city throughout 
construction to relocate overhead power lines across 
the street to create a non-standard, permanent location 
in the Madison BRT Transit Island. The project avoided 
substantial setbacks, maximizing the buildable site area 
and project programming. 

• Phased construction was vital for students’ safety, 
to protect adjacent sites, and to keep traffic flowing 
smoothly.

DIVING IN

• Inside, community learning spaces are prioritized. Multi-
height, stepped interior features provide both physical and 
visual connectivity between grades. 

• A double-height atrium is central to the building. Each floor 
of the six-story structure represents a different student grade 
level. Due to the tight site and unique floor plates, significant 
coordination was required for the different building levels. 

• Bold graphic elements are prominent throughout the 
building, from the specially designed carpet and ceiling 
plates to the exterior’s faded brick pattern. Our team detailed 
the complicated exterior brick cladding that accommodates 
curtainwalls and an atypical window pattern, minimizing in-
field corrections.

https://www.seattleacademy.org/
https://lmnarchitects.com/
https://www.gly.com/
https://www.pae-engineers.com/
http://www.dahogan.com/
http://www.dahogan.com/
https://www.jlrdesigngroup.com/
https://www.darklight-design.com/
https://www.stantec.com/en
https://swiftcompany.com/
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LOOKING UP

• St. Thomas School’s rooftop playfield is an excellent example of 
the school’s desire to make the most of their tight site.  

• Designing the playfield required significant coordination with 
the joist manufacturer to size cambered joists and provide 
mechanical connections to the concrete slab of the playfield.  

• To create a great play experience, our structure needed to be 
rigid enough to minimize vibrations on the artificial turf. The 
braced frames of the gym are 25-50 percent bigger than normal 
to account for the larger roof loads.  

• In addition to standard play sports equipment, the playfield is 
surrounded by 20-foot-tall fencing. But that’s not all, planter beds 
incorporated into the parapets make up three-fourths of the 
playfield’s perimeter. Trees are expected to sprout from these 
parapets in the coming years! 

St. Thomas School Performing Arts 
and Gymnasium Building 

Located in the Medina suburbs, St. Thomas 
School underwent a major three-phase 
renovation and expansion intended to provide 
much needed athletic and performing arts 
space for the growing student body. As 
highly regarded parts of their core curricula, 
the development of these facilities was 
approached with extreme care. 

Project Team: Owner: St. Thomas School / Architect: Bassetti 
Architects / Structural Engineer: Coughlin Porter Lundeen / General 
Contractor: Sellen Construction Company / Mechanical & Electrical 

Engineer: PAE Consulting Engineers / Theater Consultant: PLA 
Designs / Industrial Engineer: Pinnacle Consulting Group / Acoustic 

Consultant: Stantec / Landscape Designer: Site Workshop

STEPPING BACK

• The project’s first phase consisted of site development 
for acquired land from the adjacent golf course. This 
involved transitioning the space from golf storage 
facilities into one that was campus-ready. As part of this 
phase, our team designed foundations for two new steel 
prefabricated buildings that now house golf equipment 
and a wash facility for the golf course.  

• The final phase included an interior remodel of the 
existing gymnasium with a self-supporting, 7,200 SF 
second floor addition inside the two-story space. The 
remodeled area now houses classrooms and a Center for 
Learning Innovation. 

DIVING IN

• Phase two saw the construction of the new two-story 
performing arts and gymnasium building. The new building 
includes a gymnasium with a regulation-size basketball court, 
theater space, dance studio, and rooftop playfield.  

• Transforming spaces easily was essential to the program, so 
a vertically folding partition in the gymnasium, supported by 
two deep beams, allows the door of the theater to rise for 
additional performance area and flexible seating.  

• Insulated metal cladding panels were used for their high 
energy efficiency and to reduce the construction schedule. 
Special detailing was required to incorporate these 
innovative panels.

Images © Moris Moreno

https://www.stthomasschool.org/
https://www.bassettiarch.com/
https://www.bassettiarch.com/
https://www.sellen.com/
https://www.pae-engineers.com/
https://www.pladesigns.com/
https://www.pladesigns.com/
https://www.pcgi.com/
https://www.stantec.com/en
https://www.siteworkshop.net/
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In our Q&A series, we take a candid look at projects, hearing 
from the engineers who brought the projects to life. In the latest 
round, Structural Project Engineer Lim Sam Adiputra and 
Civil Engineer Corey Johnson share insights from the recently 
completed Interdisciplinary Sciences Building on Western 
Washington University’s campus. The new facility includes 
teaching labs, wet research labs, and active learning space for 
biology, chemistry, and other STEM programs.

Behind  
the Scenes

Project Team: Owner: Western Washington University / 
Architect: Perkins&Will / Civil & Structural Engineer: Coughlin 

Porter Lundeen / General Contractor: BNBuilders / Landscape 
Architect: Berger Partnership / Geotechnical Engineer: GeoEngineers 

/ Mechanical & Electrical Engineer: Affiliated Engineers NW / 
Lighting Design: Blanca Lighting Design / Acoustic Consultant: 

Greenbusch Group / AV Consultant: The Sextant Group

https://cplinc.com/people/#lim-sam-adiputra
https://cplinc.com/people/#corey-johnson
https://www.wwu.edu/
https://perkinswill.com/
https://www.bnbuilders.com/
https://bergerpartnership.com/
https://www.geoengineers.com/
https://aeieng.com/
https://blancalighting.com/
https://greenbusch.com/
https://www.nv5.com/tech/
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Tell us a bit about the project. 

Lim Sam Adiputra (LSA): It’s eye-catching, inside and 
out. The post-tensioned (PT) concrete structure features 
an oversized cantilever and a skybridge connection to the 
existing Biology Building. It supports interdisciplinary 
science studies in a variety of lab applications with 
collaborative learning areas throughout. It’s a gorgeous 
building with a notable presence on campus, and from 
our standpoint, there were a lot of unique conditions we 
navigated to make it a success.  

Corey Johnson (CAJ): The project’s civil scope generated 
additional parking and improved access routes. The 
building bookends the science hub community and 
establishes a prominent gateway leading to the northern 
heart of campus. Improvements included construction of 
an adjacent parking lot with EVC stalls, bioretention for 
water treatment, a service loading area, utility extensions, 
and connection to and expansion of the existing steam 
utility tunnel. What you can’t see is everything that went 
on underground!  
 
What made this project different? Were there constraints 
and how were they addressed?

LSA: The underground conditions. There is solid 
bedrock on the eastern portion of the site that quickly 
dips to poor soil conditions to the west. Essentially, 
we were building on the side of an underground 
mountain surrounded by peat (a ton of it!). The technical 
challenge: How do we design a structure to safely sit on 
two extremely different soil types? To address this, we 
implemented a system of micropiles on one end and 
secured foundations directly to bedrock at the other. 

CAJ: The site also straddles two separate drainage basins: 
The north basin drains to Bellingham Bay while the 
south basin drains to a wetland. We worked closely with 
the City of Bellingham to develop a strategy to mitigate 

We also had to consider the new connection to the 
Biology Building, including elevation differences 
between the structures and phasing while the 
building was occupied. We joined the structures 
with a skybridge, engineering a sliding connection 
that enables the structures to move independently 
from one another. 

Are there unique design considerations for a lab 
building? How did you address them?

LSA: Lab buildings require special attention to 
floor vibrations, and this project required tight 
vibration limits for the research spaces. To meet 
these requirements we utilized a PT concrete slab, 
which saved cost and allowed for shallow structure. 
However, the challenge with PT slabs is that they 
can limit future flexibility for reprogramming 
of spaces. To overcome that limitation, we 
strategically identified locations that are zoned for 
future floor penetrations, and provided sufficient 
clearance to cables in the lab spaces for anchoring 
equipment.    

stormwater discharge given these varying basin 
requirements. We carefully calculated the northern 
basin existing trunk line’s capacity so that it would not 
be exceeded with the addition of the ISB development; 
in the southern basin we were very deliberate on how 
we graded the project site to match existing conditions 
and stay below discharge thresholds. 

What are your favorite features?  
 
CAJ: The bioretention system and the stormwater 
habitat (designed in coordination with the landscape 
architect, Berger Partnership) are really special. Two 
bioretention cells provide water quality treatment 
for the building’s loading dock and new parking lot. 
A sustainable stormwater habitat captures all runoff 
from the roof. Strategically placing these two systems 
adjacent to one another created a unique, tiered pond 
that enhances the on-site experience and contributed 
toward LEED Gold certification. 

The benches that sit outside the building are made 
from the cedar trees that grew where the ISB now 
sits. The raingardens use mulch from the same trees 
to foster new saplings and trunks were repurposed to 
support habitat restoration efforts in nearby Terrell 
Creek. Read more from Sophia Reynolds, a junior at 
Western majoring in environmental education.

LSA: The building shape shifts dramatically between 
the ground level and upper floors, and forms a large 
cantilevered element at the east end. It’s a beautiful 
and defining space. Post-tensioned concrete beams 
extend to support the long overhang while keeping 
the structural depth and architectural form minimal.  
A hidden steel column ties all three of the cantilevers 
together so that if one level deflects, it shares the load 
with the others. Feature stairs are backdropped by 
a scored, exposed concrete wall and surrounded by 
polished concrete slab floors.   

https://theplanetmagazine.net/the-promise-of-repurpose-3064a2f4a34c
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What was the biggest challenge the team faced? 
 
LSA:  Developing a seismic design for the variable 
soil conditions was our biggest technical challenge. 
The foundation design, specifically at the west end 
where the micropiles are located, required a lot of 
early analysis and performance studies. We worked 
closely with the geotechnical engineer and pile 
subcontractor to understand exactly how seismic 
loads would be transferred from the top of the 
building to the foundation. 

CAJ: Another big challenge (and I think the entire 
project team would agree!) was tying in a new 
steam tunnel to the existing tunnel. Just about every 
consultant had a critical role to play in the design. 
There was a ton of coordination that took place to 
get everything dialed in.

Are there any examples of issues the team identified 
early that helped the design process?
 
LSA:  Because we knew soil conditions were going 
to be an initial hurdle, we worked closely with 
GeoEngineers and BNBuilders early on to fully 
understand the bedrock topography below the 
building.  BNBuilders used ground penetrating 
radar to 3D map the underlying bedrock, which 
we then imported into our Revit model. This 
information was crucial to making major decisions 
for the building design, including the location and 
size of the basement, where key seismic systems 
should be located, and where pile systems would be 
implemented.  

CAJ: We were able to simplify the storm design 
during construction after uncovering an existing 
system that we were able to tie into. This significantly 
reduced the amount of new storm pipe that was 
installed (93 feet to be precise!). 

What was one thing you learned during this process? 
  
CAJ:  There are often unforeseen limitations (or 
in some cases, convenient advantages!) discovered 
during construction. These are the moments when a 
truly creative and collaborative team become key to a 
project’s success. 

LSA: This was the first project I led CA on. Ask a lot of 
questions. It’s better to ask and be informed. It helped 
me to be more confident in what I am doing as an 
engineer. It’s important to be firm, but also be a team 
player. Thanks to the site, I also learned a lot about 
micropile  modeling and analysis! 

Why did you like working on this project?  
 
CAJ: I have family who attended WWU (go Viks!) so 
the ISB is definitely a standout. It was exciting being 
able to discuss the building with them and other 
recent projects on Western’s campus (check out Alma 
Clark Glass Hall,  Multicultural Center and Kaiser 
Borsari Hall.)

I liked working with (ARCHITECT, CONTRACTOR, 
PARTNER OF YOUR CHOICE) because… 

CAJ: Janice Young from Perkins+Will who kept the 
wheels turning. And hats off to BNBuilders. The 
construction crew endured record heat, excessive 
snowfall, and a pandemic all within the same year! I 
especially enjoyed working with Ephram with BNB 
who swiftly helped coordinate challenges during CA. 

LSA:  I would agree: kudos to Janice. She coordinates 
and does so many different things. She was the main 
contact person for CA. Very responsive, and humble 
to! And thanks to Marsha Swatosh and Ben Barlow in 
our office who spent significant time mentoring me.
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CREATIVE MORNING’S UPCOMING VIRTUAL EVENTS AND FIELD TRIPS 
Rotating Topics - Event Info

MUSIC, CELEBRATIONS, FILM FESTIVALS, ART, FITNESS ON THE WATERFRONT
Year-round - Event Info

PATH WITH ART ANNUAL FUNDRAISER 
May 23 -  Event Info

FACING HOMELESSNESS BLOCK PARTY 
May 25 - Event info

A4LE 2022 ANNUAL CHAPTER CONFERENCE: CONNECTED
June 6-8 -  Event Info

NAIOP ENERGY CODE PANEL 
June 2 - Event info

FREMONT FAIR & SOLSTICE PARADE
June 18-19 - Event info

DSA DOWNTOWN SUMMER SOUNDS
July - Event info

SEAFAIR SUMMER FOURTH 
July 4 - Event info

NAIOP SUMMER SOCIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT 
August 15 - Event info

BIKE MS: DECEPTION PASS CLASSIC
September 10-11 - Event info

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN CONFERENCE & IDSA EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM 
September 12-14 - Event info

ON THE CALENDAR 
upcoming industry events, conferences and Seattle favorites. 

https://cplinc.com/work/projects/wwu-alma-clark-glass-hall/
https://cplinc.com/work/projects/wwu-alma-clark-glass-hall/
https://cplinc.com/work/projects/wwu-multicultural-center/
https://cplinc.com/work/projects/wwu-kaiser-borsari-hall/
https://cplinc.com/work/projects/wwu-kaiser-borsari-hall/
https://creativemornings.com/cities/SEA
https://waterfrontparkseattle.org/events/#upcoming-events
https://www.pathwithart.org/
https://givebutter.com/BLOCKParty2022 
https://www.a4le.org/Pacific_Northwest/Washington/2022_Chapter_Conference/2022_Chapter_Conference.aspx
https://www.naiopwa.org/index.php?option=com_jevents&task=icalevent.detail&evid=303
https://fremontfair.com/
https://downtownseattle.org/events/downtown-summer-sounds/
https://www.seafair.org/events/2022/seafair-summer-fourth
https://www.naiopwa.org/summer-social
https://mssociety.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=1135
https://www.internationaldesignconference.com/
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Mountains To Sound Greenway Trust  
Recommended by: Riley Pascual, Structural Technician 
 
Why I love it: Mountains to Sound is an awesome local organization responsible for 
maintaining a 1.5 million-acre-landscape that everyone should know about! I especially 
love participating in their tree planting events. Fun outdoor activities that the entire 
family can enjoy, volunteers plant trees and all sorts of native plants. And you don’t 
need to be an expert to participate - the volunteer leads are great guides! So many 
local trails and parks between Seattle and Ellensburg need some extra TLC and 
Mountain to Sound comes to their rescue. They even take volunteers to some pretty 
remote areas that you probably had no idea existed. One year, I discovered a beautiful 
small pond that I now return to every summer. It’s fun to revisit the areas you’ve 
restored to appreciate your handiwork and check out all the new growth! 
 
Pro Tip: Dress comfortably and always bring rain gear as the PNW weather can be 
pretty unpredictable. 
 
mtsgreenway.org

Molly Moon’s Homemade Ice Cream
Recommended by: Cici Suehiro, Structural Staff Engineer 
 
Why I love it: I love ice cream and Molly Moon’s is a local gem for making so many 
good old-fashioned, classic flavors and focus on the care of their employees and 
their community. Similar to Optimism Brewing, Molly Moon’s fosters a no tip culture, 
choosing to pay their employees better wages and provide health benefits, 401(k) 
matching, and a host of other benefits. A woman-owned business, they also donate 
at least 10% of their profits to food banks, equity organizations, and women and girl 
empowerment initiatives each year. If you’re craving ice cream, you can feel good 
about supporting Molly Moon’s!
 
Pro Tip: Caramel and sweet cream ice cream make a delicious caramel milkshake!

mollymoon.com

Facing Homelessness & The BLOCK Project
Recommended by: Paul DuJardin, Civil Technician 
 
Why I love it: As part of Facing Homelessness, The BLOCK Project was started by 
Rex Hohlbein, a local architect. Growing out of conversations held with people who 
are unhoused, the organization has built 13 permanent homes across the city. I had 
the opportunity to volunteer with them in March and it was a great experience! We 
assembled a ceiling module at the BLOCK Shop in Georgetown that was later installed 
in a permanent Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) in Magnolia, fully permitted 
and tied into utility services. We went from bare dirt to framed and roughed out in a 
week! This efficient building process allows anyone, regardless of experience level, an 
opportunity to participate. Being able to build these homes in neighborhoods across 
the city provides community and an opportunity for connection. You also get to meet 
awesome people from all walks of life when you volunteer! 
 
Pro Tip: Volunteer spots fill up quickly, so if you’re interested, you should sign-up 
and complete the online orientation early. Volunteer slots are usually 3-4 hours long. 
Remember to bring boots, a full water bottle, and a snack. Gloves, eye and ear protection 
are provided.

the-block-project.org

Coping Cookies
Recommended by: Kate Rosengren, Sr. Marketing & Graphics Coordinator 
 
Why I love it: When I heard about Coping Cookies, I was immediately drawn to the 
story and mission. What started as a local bake sale during the pandemic turned 
into a cause I was so inspired by. Founders and partners Sam and Ash both have 
backgrounds in mental health and physical rehabilitation. They realigned their 
careers to create a business that continues to help and connect with others. And 
what better way than cookies!? A portion of the proceeds supports organizations 
that focus on trauma recovery and mental health. Each month they select a new 
organization to support.  
 
Pro Tip: They host pop-ups at different locations each week! Take a look at the 
Cookie Vault for their delicious recipes and check out their Current Cookies listing 
for the latest concoctions. 
 
copingcookies.com

Local Love 
In each edition, we crowdsource recommendations from 

our team, everything from hikes and dog parks to road trip 
destinations and restaurants. This edition, we’re sharing local 

favorites that give back to the community. 
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https://cplinc.com/people/#riley-pascual
https://mtsgreenway.org/
https://cplinc.com/people/#cici-suehiro
https://www.mollymoon.com/
https://cplinc.com/people/#paul-dujardin
https://www.the-block-project.org/
https://cplinc.com/people/#kate-rosengren
https://copingcookies.com/
https://copingcookies.com/pages/the-cookie-vault
https://copingcookies.com/pages/current-cookies
https://copingcookies.com/
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ABOUT COUGHLIN 
PORTER LUNDEEN

 
Coughlin Porter Lundeen is a civil and structural engineering 
firm. Focused in the Pacific Northwest, we partner with 
clients across markets to bring unique project visions to life. 
We were founded with the goal of exceeding the standards 
and services provided by engineering firms, and today, almost 

thirty years later, that vision continues to guide 
all that we do.
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Coughlin Porter Lundeen
www.cplinc.com  /  info@cplinc.com

801 Second Avenue, Suite 900
Seattle, WA 98104
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